[Headaches of tension and psychogenic headaches: assessment of the treatment with venlafaxine].
The modern classifications of headaches include primary headaches, e.g., migraines and headaches of tension (HAT), and secondary psychogenic headaches of tension (PHT). Forty-one patients with chronic variants of HAT and PHT were studied. In the first step, 12 patients with HAT and 11 patients with PHT were compared by clinical and psychometric scores on the following scales (the VAS, the McGill Pain Questionnaire, the MMPI). In the second step, 11 patients with HAT and 7 with PHT were treated with venlafaxine XR (velaxin) in dose 75 mg/d during 2 months. It has been shown that PHT differs from HAT by pain intensity and relationship with functional-neurologic symptoms as well as by personality deviations measured with MMPI and correlations between the pain intensity and MMPI peaks. The 2 month treatment with velaxin has improved significantly the state of patients. The significant decrease of pain severity, amount of analgesics and pain-associated symptoms as well as the normalization of functions of antinociceptive systems (the increase in nociceptive flexor reflex threshold) were noted in both groups. It has been concluded that venlafaxine is an effective drug in the treatment of both HAT and PHT.